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“Tim was an outstanding resource across our enterprise. [He has] a keen sense of strategy and uncovering uncertainties that impact our strategic plans. He is incredibly quick to learn and can lead a diverse team from multiple disciplines.”
— Dominick Wycoff, President, Strategic Business Unit —

“Tim of course excels at the traditional audit areas and approach—but what makes Tim different is his diverse background and resulting business acumen. This gives him the ability to help in many areas that are more operational and strategic for the business. He proactively spends time to know our business and what is important to me and our business leaders—building relationships as an independent partner.”
— Luis Ceneviz, SVP, International Business Leader —

“Tim is an agile and versatile leader with a diverse experience and technical knowledge. His ability to see the whole picture and develop the smartest solutions to complex situations makes him one of a kind.”
— Appiah Adubofour, Corporate Accountant and Guest Auditor —

“If you were to look in Webster’s Dictionary for the definition of agile, you would find Tim’s picture. His unique, diverse background brings priceless perspective to an organization. This perspective allows him to build and drive truly agile and relevant internal audit teams. Raising the bar on his team’s value creation drives tremendous opportunity for both his team members and the company.”
— Matt Hoverman, Director of Risk Consulting —

“Few people have the opportunity to report to a manager who is also a coach and mentor. Tim commanded a high level of finance and strategic expertise and always remained levelheaded whilst tackling even the most complex of situations. Tim espouses what can be summarized as excellent Enabling Leadership qualities.”
— Dumisani Hlabano, Finance Lead and Controller —

“Tim is a great Internal Audit leader that knows how to build relevant and risk-focused audit plans, understands the complexities of executing on these plans, both domestically and internationally, and has broad business acumen that helps him in building strong support in the business.”
— John Soenksen, Global Finance Leader —
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— Albert Einstein —
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Chapter 1

Introduction
(Why We Are Here)

“Innovation is key. Only those who have the agility to change with the market and innovate quickly will survive.”

— Robert Kiyosaki —

Jim Pelletier, vice president of professional standards & knowledge at The IIA, provided a wonderful summary of the 2018 North American Pulse of Internal Audit (Pulse) in his Trends in the Internal Audit Profession. The Pulse starts by setting the stage around this being a time of great disruption and asks: Is the (internal audit) profession facing irrelevance without change? It then answers (yes) by saying that in order to “stay” relevant, we must be more agile, innovative, talented, and engaged. If we do not gain strategic relevance, we will instead gain strategic irrelevance.

Can internal auditors be relevant without being flexible, nimble, and responsive? Not unless they are perfect in forecasting and audit planning. The Pulse reported that only 45 percent of chief audit executives (CAEs) feel that their internal audit departments are very agile, yet 67 percent already realize that agility is extremely important in the future. It was surprising that this percentage was not higher, and also surprising that these CAEs feel it is important “in the future” and not more urgently now. In today’s connected economy, disruption happens at a speed never before experienced. Those who wait—those who move more slowly—will lose.

In response to disruption, the Pulse reported that only 56 percent of respondents have meaningful collaboration with other lines of defense, 46 percent have flexible resource planning and allocation, and 36 percent have flexible talent management. Yet these areas are all very important to help internal audit be more responsive to strategically important matters.
The Pulse also noted that 62 percent perform work only to the extent of internal capabilities and 65 percent delay work until they have developed the competencies/skills, or they exclude the area altogether. But what if the topic is very important to the enterprise? It’s no wonder internal auditors sometimes feel they are not responsive enough and wonder why they are not more relevant.

This book is not about agile auditing at the project methodology level, it is more about agility and relevance at the department level. As an example, Richard Branson said, “If someone offers you an amazing opportunity and you’re not sure you can do it, say yes—then learn how to do it later.” This book is about getting internal auditors to the point where they have the confidence to say yes and not lose great opportunities to be strategically relevant.

Too often, internal auditors are given concepts but not the practical tactics to implement them. This book offers specific strategies, tactics, and examples to help build and maintain a more responsive and relevant internal audit function. The next chapter puts some challenges on the table.